A special THANK YOU to all of our
customers, we appreciate your business!
The Sterling Acceptance Team
“Mary Ann was a pleasure to work with. I plan on recommending her to all of my
friends. Thank you so much! ~MM
“It was a pleasure working with your organization from Dave Trostle to all those
who worked on this transaction. Whereas the process is somewhat involved, as
all financing is, I thought it was all handled in a professional manner and
expedited in quick responsive fashion. I most certainly have and will continue to
recommend you to my boating friends.” ~JL
“There is nothing that I would change about this transaction. The process was
Seamless and all those involved were extremely efficient and
professional.” ~JG
“Just want to say thank you to everyone that helped with our purchase of our new
boat. Special thanks to Mary Ann Savage. I will gladly recommend Sterling
Acceptance any one look for boat financing.” ~JN
“I felt the whole process was as easy as could be. I especially appreciated
Peggy’s help and patience in guiding me through this transaction. And I will
definitely recommend Sterling Acceptance to anyone looking for finances.”~PB
“ Please send my thank you to Dave as well. He did great (I mean GREAT) job
with this loan and securing a great structure. Sterling is top of my list if anyone I
know needs a boat loan. You made it so easy– from Beginning to End. Thank
you” ~KL
“Helen, you are the BEST and wonderful to work with. Thanks for getting me
through this process” ~GC
“Very specifically I want to single out MaryAnn Savage who was an absolute joy
to work with. She was there to quickly respond to our moment of panic when we
thought we might lose the boat in a biding war. She is the epitome of outstanding
customer service and great communication. Thanks so much for being a part of
making our dream come” true. ~DL & CL

“I just love it when people actually do what they say they are going to do, your
services are fantastic. I didn't have to do a thing, it was easier than buying a car”
~SJH
“Excellent work, Helen! It pays to work with the best and most experienced professionals! Thank you very much” ~ TR & GR
I was well served by Sterling and many thanks to Dave Trostle for being accessible, answering questions, and making sure I had the information I needed. In the
beginning, I thought the “process” would be very similar to a home mortgage,
which it was, with some variances as we got into it. As we progressed I felt
comfortable with the assistance and service from Sterling and was able to stay
focused on the end-game. As everything came together, it came off without a
hitch and just as it had been explained from the beginning. Sterling and our Brokers pulled the deal together in a week … No problems. I was well served by
Sterling and many thanks to Dave Trostle for being accessible, answering questions, and making sure I had the information I needed. ~SHM
“Mary Ann was awesome to work with and made everything very easy for us.”
~JP
“I reached out to several companies and Sterling was the most accommodating
with the best rates and terms. Matt Brown help me through the process and
even arranged to have my title and stickers brought to the Bay Bridge Boat
Show where my new boat will be part of. Matt took care to communicate with the
Eastern company to arrange any information that they needed to complete the
loan. This is my forth boat and the best experience I’ve had obtaining a loan. I
would highly recommend Sterling Acceptance to a friend” ~JB
“All went well with securing the boat loan. Susan is fantastic and would recommend anytime and all the time. This is my 3rd boat loan through Sterling and
great job, once again.” ~PG
“The process went smoother that I expected. Mary Ann Savage was great to
work with. The rate got was much better than other service company or competitor. All I can say is shop around, then use Sterling…YOU WONT BE SORRY.” –
ME

“Thank you Helen!!! You’ve been great through this entire process. I do plan on
buying another boat later down the road, and I know who I’ll be calling.” –CF
Sterling is superb. Dave at the Annapolis office is a true professional. This is the
third boat I’ve financed with Sterling without a hitch. -MB
We had a great experience beginning to end! We have and will continuing to
recommend Sterling Acceptance to friends and family for boat loans” ~TD
Thanks to all of you for making this a smooth process. I absolutely would recommend Sterling Acceptance to anyone that’s looking to finance a boat. I have no
complaints, the process was great and Mary Ann was really good to work with.” SA
“Thanks for making the purchase of my 31 Tiara a pleasant experience. I am
very happy and would highly recommend your company to anyone.” - KC
Thank you so much. My experience was great; Mary Ann was very helpful- TJ
Thank you so much for all your help and research in-to our boat buying endeavor. You've provided us with a lot of information to guide us in the right direction
and to what our options are.—Bill
Thanks to all of you for making this a smooth process. I absolutely would recommend Sterling Acceptance to anyone that’s looking to finance a boat. I have no
complaints, the process was great and Mary Ann was really good to work with.” SA
“I’m going to use you for my loan and I’ll tell you why. It was the way Helen
treated me from the first phone call up to right now. You personally are the
reason I chose your company. You are very good at what you do and I just like
how you roll. You do a great job and I thank you for that. Thanks for all your hard
work.” - CG

